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SECTION I
GMIEgEAL

1. Purpose and Scove. This TOP provides guidance for preparing test
plans to evaluate the transportability characteristics of military equip-
ment whether towed, self-propelled, or moved by carrier over highway,
off-road terrain, railway, waterway, or by air.

a. The tests in sections II and III are used as applicable to the
particular test item and test type. A development test II (ET) plan,
for instance, will include the subtests that will satisfy the criteria
of the ROC, DP, or other governing document. A development test Ill
test plan will include the subtests pertinent to the contractual pro-
visions of the applicable military specifications and suitability cri-
teria as established by the test directive. Environmental tests, as
dictated by the size and nature of the test items, may require a combina-
tion of chamber testing of components and on-site climatic tests. The
applicable system engineering TOP/MTP will indicate requirements peculiar
to the test item commodity group.

b. All tests specified herein are not applicable to all test items.
The test planner will be selective to include only those tests needed to
satisfy the requirements document for the specific item to be tested.
Data from previous and similar tests and data obtained by concurrent
tesring (para 19) will be considered to avoid duplication and reduce the
scope of testing.

2. Background.

a. In compliance with DOD Directive 3224.1, the Secretary ol' the Armny
established an "engineering for transportability" program (AR 70-47) to
insure that newly developed items of materiel meet the appropriate require-
ments, and that procured materiel can be efficiently transported in
accordance with operational requirements.

b Transportability is an important factor in maintaining the
"inventory in motion" concept of the modern, highly mh41 e May4•iel
must be able to survive transportation in a military environment without
reduction in functional performance. The environment imposes n,'merous
constraints involving impacts, vibrations, interferences, and repetitive
motions requiring attention to blocking, bracing, slinging, tiedown, and
containerization in connection with the stowage, orientation, suspension,
or transfer of cargo. Adequacy of design depends upon compatibility with
the transportation media and performance after handling and transport.
The media cover a wide range of air and surface vehicles and materials
handling equipment. Supporting facilities and systems may be simple or
complex. A single item in transit may be subjected to a considerable
variation of environment, orientation, and forces ranging from negligible
to potentially destructive. Test procedures are seleztive to insure
that antronriate nArAmarprq of tho ite's, inrendAeA ael.?4- --------

r:. This TOP is based upon reference 16 (app. A).

2
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"3. Equipment and Facilities. Equipment and facilities are indicated
in the applicable paragraphs below.

- SECTION II
TEST PROCEDURES

4. Preliminary Activities.

a. The procedures governed by the following TOP's/MTP's are per-
formed as prerequisites to conducting the other test phases:

TITLE PUBLICATION NO.

(1) Initial physical characteristics 10-3-500
1-2-504

(2) Technical inspection 2-2-500

(3) Training and familiarization 10-2-501
1-1-045 (Background Document
7-1-002 (Background Document

b. Upon receiving the test package, the test director inspects and
evaluates the transportability guidance contained, addressing himself
specifically to the shippiL.g, handling, and transportation of the test
item. If there is no transportability guidance or the guidance contained
is not considered satisfactory, the test director notes and records the
deficiency. When insufficient guidance is contained, the procedures in
this TOP will be followed where applicable. All methods of lifting, tie-
down, or other means of restraining used will be documented and sent with
the test results to the Transportation Engineering Agency, Military
Traffic Management Command. 12383 Warwick Boulevard, P. 0. Box 6276,
Newport News, Va. 23606.

c. When expedient and practical, transported materiel is observed
at original shipping sites, in-transit, and at receiving and inter-test
sites to obtain maximum transportability data concurrently with necessary
transportation operations associated with the test. Such data are used
where valid to conserve further testing effort.

"5. Lifting and Tiedown Attachments.

a. Objective. To determine whether the lifting and tiedown attach-
ments for cargo to be tralLsported comply with standard requirements.

b. Standards. MIL-STD-209D. MIL-STD-814A.

c. Method.

.)
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* (1) The ltiftig and tiedown attacnments are measured for confor-
imance with the dimensional requirftaent3 and qubject.d to the calculated
static lateral, longitudinal, and vertical forces as required by MIL-STD-
209D, A dynamometer is used to measure forces in the static pull tests.
Throughout all transportability tests, the lifting and tiedown attach-

4 merits are observed for adequacy with respect to strength, accessibility,
and ease of securing, utiliziag, and releasing, and the data are recorded.

(2) For air droppable matariel, tiedowns and attachments are
tested for conformance with MIL-STD-8L4A (see para 1.).

(3) For Liedown davices for aircraft (hooks, chains, straps,
and tension and quick-release mechanisms), requiremonts are described in
TOP/MTP 7-2-100.

d. Data Required.

(1) Observations and drawings regarding restrictions in the use
of tiedowns and lifting points during all transportability tests; mea-
surements of lifting and tiedown attachments, including number and loca-
tion.

(2) The iirection and measured force in pounds of each static
test applied and the location of the cargo tiedown and lifting a~tach-
uwnc• LrLh were subjected to each pull. heasurement data are presented
in the format found in figure 1 and in other tabular or narrative form
or sketches required.

(3) The adequacy of the supplied, or suggested, cargo handling
slings; the need for spreader bars; and the probable damage to the test
item through sling use.

e. Analytical Plan. Measurements and data are compared with the
requirements of MIL-STD-209D or MIL-STD-8l4A to determine to what degree
the test item meets the standard requirements. Deviations are analyzed
to w5cei:Liu their impact on transportability, and a resulting judgment
is made as to whether the test item has met the standard requirements.

6. Rail Transportability.

a. Objective. To determine whether the test item can be transported
by rail.

b. Standards. AR 70-44, AR 55-355, FM 55-15, TB 55-100, MIL-STD-810C,
and Association of American Railroads Rules.

c. Methods.

%(i) J uapinM TeUL. The test item must not be domged by the
humpLig test specified in the guidance documents. If not specified, the

4
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F ,-rOATUM LINE

E ECL-4h'CS

CLEPIANCE LINES

Equipment Weight Range CL CS D E

kType (Long tonTp 2,240 lb.) Min Min Max Mmin Max Min
(in.) (in.) (in.) '(in.) (in.) (in.)

1. There shall be no interference within CL and CS that could
interfere with engaging a shackle and pin in the eye. Either
side of th" eye may be used as the datum from which to measure

CL and CS.

2. Dimensions will be annotated as follows when applicable:

a. Meets or exceeds mini•mum restrictions (indicate by aster-
isk at applicable dimension).

b. Does not meet minimtun restrictions (indicate by double
asterisk at applicable dimension).

NOTES: Eye may be similar to any eye shown.
Eye may be designed to swivel.

(Extracted from HIL-STD-209D. See this standard for additional
guidance.)

Figure 1. Format for Presenting Data on Static Pull Test of
Lifting and Tiedown Attachments. 5
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"rail 3pact" test of MIL-STD-810C will be assumed. Other possible
tests are described by the Association of American Railroads (AAR),
AR 55-355 and TB 55-100. (The test of MIL-STD-810C is generally con-
sidered a test of the test item, whereas the others are considered
tests of the tiedowns and blocking methods.) For the tests of MIL-STD-
810C and TB 55-100, tie appropriate document will be consulted. The %
AAR and AR 55-355 method is described below.

Impact is accomplished by securing the test item on a rail-
car and propelling the car, by means of a locomotive (or by inclined rampl),
into a series of stationary buffer cars. (A minimum of 300 feet is
required between the stationary and impacting cars to provide sufficient
distance for the locomotive to accelerate the impact car to the de-
sired velocity. The locomotive, impact car, and buffer cars require
a minimum of 650 feet of reasonably level track for conducting this tesr.)

The test item is loaded, blocked, braced, and tied down on
the freight car in accordance with procedures contained in the appropriate
technical manuals. (If the technical manuals fail to contain appropriate
instructions or if the instructions do not comply with the AAR rules
governing the loading of defense material on open top cars, procedures
recommended by the test agency and concurred with by the developing agency
are used. An example is in app. B.)

An electric timer, to determine the approximate speed of the
loaded railcar at impact, is placed on the tracks approximately 10 feet
ahead of the point of impact. The electric timer is operated by passage
of the impact car. Accelerometers are positioned at selected locations
on the test item and railcar deck to measure impact forces in the verti-
cal, lateral, and horizontal directions. (TOP/MTP 2-1-006 describes
further instrumentation procedures.)

The buffer railcars, consisting of two to five railcars having
a total gross weight of more thav 169,000 pounds, are coupled together
with couplers extended, and their brakes are set. Buffer cars shall have
conventional couplers with a travel not exceeding 5 inches. Commonly
known cushioned couplers shall not be permitted.

The impact car is then subjected to instrumented impacts at
speeds of 4, 6, and 8 mph, + 5 percent, respectively, in one direction,
by accelerating the impact car to the desired speed using a locomotive
equipped with a fifth wheel calibrated to 0.10 mph. The loaded car is
released approximately 50 feet from the stationary buffer railcars and
allowed to coast until it impacts them.

iAn incline ramp facil~ty may be used in lieu of a locomotive to acceler-
ate the impact railcar it the facility provides the capability for re-
versing the direction of the impatt car.

6
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The impact car is then reversed, and the test executed in
the opposite direction at 8 mph.

After each impact, the load is inspected to determine the
amount of load shift, condition of blocking and bracing, and evidenze of
possible failure of tiedowns or equipment damage. Once the test has begun,
there is no readjustment of the load nor any reconditioning of the brac-
ing, chock material, or tiedowns. If the initial test is considered a

* "- failure, the test is rerun provided a revised loading method is considered
feasible, Following the completion of the tests, the test item is exa-
mined for any displacement or damage, after which a functional and opera-
tional checkout test is conducted.

(2) Railroad Clearance. The test item, while loaded on a domes-
tic or foreign service railcar or both, depending on test requirements,
is passed through a rail clearance device to determine any restrictions
within the AAR International Universal Gage (formerly Berne) and Composite
clearance diagrams (figs. 2, 3A, 3B, and 3C). If the load has clearance
restrictions, the disassembly necessary to achieve the clearance is

I accomplished and recorded.

(3) Railcar Compatibility. A study is made, when rEquired, to
determine whether the test item dimensions are compatible with those of
various cars of the potential rail carrier. The physical dimensions of
che test item are compared with the di.mensions of the access and storage
areas of various railway cars (table 1).

/* .2 d. Data Required. The data required will include: the number, size,
location, and type of lashing supports and blocking; time, personnel, and
type of equipment used to load and unload the test item; ease of loading
and unloading; direction of humping (front or rear); speed of railcar;
diagrams and explanations of loading and type of material used for load-
ing; measurements of weight, height, and vertical clearance of the test
item; capacity, size, and type of railcar used for the test; speeds,
measured g-forces, potential safety hazards; effects on the test item,
ituluding deficiencies, shortcomings, or limitations observed during
tcansport operationi. Photographs of rail humping and clearance tests
are taken as required to illustrate interferences or damages.

e. Analytical Plan. Data are summarized in narrative, tabular, and
graphic form, showing resulting peak and critical values, times, and
measurements in relation to requirements in the governing standards.
Sketchcs, lists of materials, and developed procedures are included for

* - incorporation in transportability documents. Deviations are analyzed
as to their extent and impact on transportability, and determination
made as to whether the test item is capable of transport by rail.

.- * 7
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NOTE: Figures in parentheses )
indicate dimensions in - 1
meters (centimeters -
where marked).
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J Figare 3A. A Composite Clearance Diagram: 5G-1/Z-, 60-, 63-, and
66-Inch Cages, Foreign Service.
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NOTE: Figures in parentheses
indicate dimensions in
meters (centimeters
where marked).

o t4

o TRACK 0

a •

(--L 3 - I
ii i-** B-'3" (2.515)--

I ~- 7S(.A.,; 16) P____________

IIW

Note 1: 2'8-3/4" (0.832) for 36-inch Note 2: 4' (1.219) for 31- -
track gge, 31 (O.9i4) for 39-3/8-inch track gage,
39-3/8- and 42-inch track 4'5" (1.346) for 42-inch
gage. track gage.

Figure 38. A Composite Clearance Diagram: 36-, 39-3/8-, and 42-
Inch Gages, Foreign Service.
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S'• L ~ ~~~~~Id-0" (3.048) 70'(.3)--• •"

NOTE: Figures in parentheses
indicate dimensions in
meters (centimeters II where m~arked). Iwr Diagram covers cars of

dimensions tip tto:

Inside length 50'6"(15.392)
Coupled length 54'8-i/2"(16.675)%
Etot of tracks 41'3"(12.497)

Existing cars with door fixtures, handholds, etc.
projecting beyond 10'8"(3.249) extreme width, but
not beyond 10'10"(3.301) will be considered meet-
in& the requIrement of car service rule 14,
section 2(e).

-' -

Car bul e rrbito n fe aur, 1958

2-3/4 (6.9 c ) aun g r

al alual wea-r a.7nd• spig.fetncniin..,

Figur 3C AA Diga,',/-nhGae oetcSrie

L1A I•
.€ '--.-7 ," C .-- -- --

- I.

.- Cars built new or rebuilt on and after January 1, 1958
i must be so designed that no part shall be l.ess than
• 2-3/4" (6.985 cm) above the cop of running rail under
' .J. aiiluwab1• wear ann spring deflection condi.rlons.

; ~Figure 3G. AAR Diagram, 56-1/2-1nch Gage, Dom~estlc Service.
-' 11
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7. Highway Transportability

a. Objective. To determine the degree of deterioration of a test item's
operation, function, and interfacing, when transported over and off highways.

b. Standards. AR 70-44; AR 70-47; Limits of Motor Vehicle Sizes
and Weights, International Road Federation (IRF); Legal Maximum Dimensions
and Weights of Motor Vehicles Compared with American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Standards; and T4M 55-650.

c. Method.

(1) Transported Configuration.

(a) The test item is prepared for shipment in accordance
with the procedures in the appropriate technical manuals for movement over
highways. The item is loaded, blocked, braced, and tied down on a low-bed
semitrailer or other appropriate vehicle designated as the prime mover.
(If the technical manuals do not contain tiedown instructions, procedures
recommended by the test agency and concurred with by the developing agency
are used.) A loading diagram is provided for the method of tiedown. Once
the item is securely loaded, the item and mover are inspected, measured,
and compared with the limits for width, height, length, gross weight, and
axle-wheel loading tor unrestricted movement, as in appendix C (taoie 5,
for the US, and tables 6 a through d for foreign countries). The measure-
"ments and weight are recorded.

(b) The test item is then transported for 7 miles over a
highway test course with the transporting vehicle negotiating five right
and five left 90-degree turns, in an alternate pattern, to evaluate the
turning characteristics of the vehicle and test load at intersections ilor
unrestricted movement on principal highway systems. Turning diagrams are
prepared by the test agency as follows:

(L) SLandaLd widuh uL. ruduWly iS SLL1WL! VeCSUS ClEaL WidL*L
required for a 90-degree and a 180-degree turn.

(2) A trace of the inside and outside overhang and the
outside front wheel of the loaded vehicle is measured
(appendix C, figure 5, Highway Turning Diagram) and
compared with highway limitations to ensure
unrestricted movement.

(c) Instrumented emergency stopping tests are conducted at 10,
20, 30, and 45 mph to test the adequacy of the tiedown systems and to measure
the force levels to which the test load has been subjected. In addition,
driver reaction time (when required) and the average stopping distance of the
v~CiA.CL±t dLvf LU LU d w±•i Lii• • .LfiLLuLI UJ LhL= IA, LeL LL C . -

mision and the Atomic Energy Commission for traffic movement. After each
emergency stop test, the load and tiedowns are inspected to determine the
amount of load shift, condition of blocking and bracing, and evidence of

J displacement or damage. Following these tests, an operational and functional
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checkout is made to determine if damage was sustained by the test item.
The checkout must include pre-test performance checks and adjustments by
setting up and operating the test item in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions. When the transportability test is completed, these performance

checks and adjustments must be rerun to determine the changes.

(d) The dimensions and test results are compared with the
requirements for geographical locations using appendix C (table 5, figure
6, and table 6) to determine if restrictions to highway movement exist.
A computer program (SEO 276.00 Highway Vehicle Limits by Area), written
in PL-l language, is used at US Army Aberdeen Proving Ground for chis
purpose. The passage of vehicles (loaded or unloaded) over highways in
105 foreign countries, 50 states of the US, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico can be determined by the progzam. Other agencies may use
this program by accessing the computer at APG or by mailing the required
data to the Commander, US Army Aberdeen Proving Ground, ATTN: STEAP-MT-G
(Analytical Branch), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005, and requesting a
run of the program. To use the program, the test director must obtain
the following computer input data with the test item loaded on the trans-
port vehicle!

Vehicle width.

Vehicle height.

Vehicle length (single vehicle).

Trailer length (if any).

Semitrailer length.

Vehicle length (truck and semitrailer).

Vehicle length (any other combination).

Single axle load.

Tandem axle load.

Gross weight limits.

Type of vehicle (fig 6, app C, TOP 1-2-500).

The units specified may be either metric or British. If the actual measured
value of the test item and transport vehicle exceeds the legal limit in any
state or country then the state or country, the restricting limits, and
remarks will be printed out. No orinroutr is madp vMrpnt where legol

limits are exceeded.

It is the responsibility of the user of this progra:m
to ensure that up-to-date dimensional and weight resLrictions have been
inserted into the computer program. The authoritative source for the
dimensional and weight limitations for vehicles traveling over highways
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of the w.orld are shown below together with the address of the organization
responsible for thier publication:

Document/Data/Publisher Geographical Coverage*

"Limits of Motor Vebicle Sizes Africa; North, Central, and
and Weignts", International South America; Europe; Asia;
Road Federation, 1023 Wash- Middle East; and Oceania.
ington Building, Washington, Document listz restrictions
DC 20005. for countries in each of the

geographical areas listed above.

Legal Maximum Dimensions and States of the United States;
Weights of Motor Vehicles, District of Columbia; Puerto
American Association of Rico; Northwest Territories;
State Highway and Transporta- and Nova Scotia.
tion Officials (AASHTO), 444 N.
Capital St., N.W., Suite 225,
Washington, DC 20001.

*Where geographical areas appear in both documents, such as Puerto Rico,

United States, etc., the AASHTO limits will be considered the authoritative
source.

(2) Over-Highway and Ott-Road Testing.

(a) Highway and off-road (cross-country) tests are performed
to determine the capability of the test item and component assemblages
(all components, equipment, accessories, and tiedown facilities), while
mounted as onboard cargo on the prime mover, to withstand the shock and
vibration to which a military vehicle is subjected when traveling over
primary and secondary roads at speeds between 25 and 60 mph and over
off-road (cross-country) level and hilly terrain at speeds between 5 and
20 mph. These tests are conducted on test courses representing typical
primary and secondary roads and off-road terrain selected according to
the type ot equipment as shown in table 2 (10 ---I-nnl). The- tst•tcm

is loaded on its prime mover and tied down as in (1) (a) above. It is
then transported over the preselected courses, which will include portions
of primary (paved) and secondary (improved dirt and gravel) roads and
off-road (hilly and level cross-country) terrain as specified in the
table. The routes selected must provide an adequate representation of
the above surfaces for each type of equipment tested and must lend them-
seleves to repeated use to form a comparative base for future testing.
A towed test item (trailer-mounted), when required, is subjected to the
same tests. When towed or self-propelled items are to be subjected to
fording, beach mobility, over-the-shore soils trafficability, and adverse-
envit.nment tests, TOPs 1-2-510 (when published) and 2-2-612 are consulted.

14A
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(b) If the test item is a self-propelled vehicle, vehicle
recovery operations are included in a portion of the highway and off-
road testing Using the appropriate maintenance vehicle, or the vehicle
specified in the MN, the test item is towed over sections of the highway,

.* secondary, and cross-country courses. This is accomplished to ensure
the compatibility of the test item with the maintenance vehicle and to
ensure that the test item can be retrieved if disabled. During towing
operations the maintenance vehicle (or equivalent) and test item are
required to negotiate four 90-degree turns in alternate directions.
After this, the maintenance vehicle backs the towed test item in a straight
line for between 40 and 50 feet. The towing vehicle and the test item
are then backed while making turning maneuvers to both the left and
right to simulate backing the test item into a maintenance shed or stall.
During this entire portion of the test, the maintenance vehicle and test
item are inspected continually to ensure unrestricted movement and to
ensure that proper driver visibility is maintained in both towing and
backing operations. The maintenance vehicle and the test item are in-
spected to ensure proper electrical connections and that towing pintles,
lifting or tiedown eyes, and cables used in retrieving operations or
movement are compatible. Recommended towing operations are documented
and photographed.

141
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(c) Off-road soils trafficability caca, if required -)
for transportability guidance documents, is obtained using procedures
described in TOP's/%iTP's 2-2-619 and 2-2-801.

(3) Maximum-Environment Testing. When tests to the maxi-
mum attainable extremes are specified, either the complete test item
and cargo or major system components are mounted in a jig or fixture;
and input loads are supplied by shock, vibration, or special dynamic
load-producing devices. (TOP 1-1-050, formerly TOP/MTP 2-1-003, pro-
vides general guidance.)

(a) Shock Tests. Shock loading is applied at the
* cargo bed or interface between the cargo and the vehicle and at other
, critical points dictated by the design of the vehicle. Shock directions
* are vertical, lateral, and longitudinal and progress in the following

sequence for each direction: one each of 4 g's for 20 milliseconds,
6 g's for 40 milliseconds, 8 g'a for 60 milliseconds, and 10 g's for 80
milliseconds. After the 10-g shock is administered, an additional 10
g's for 80 milliseconds is accomplished. Shock input is then increased
at 5-g increments (80 msec) until the failure load is reached. Failure
is determined when signs of yield, collapse, fracture, or fatigue are
apparent from instrument readings or visual observations.

(b) Vibration Tests At the time of the writing of this

TOP, some vibration schedules, and the documents describing them, are in a

state of transition. The nature of the vibration test thercfore must be in

accordance with the latest document describing schedules, ot in accordance

with the customer's desires. MIL-STD-810C, Method 514, TOP 1-2-601, and

letter instructions concerning specific commodities should be consulted to

determine the applicable levels and duration of vibration for the particular

commodity. Due to limited capacity of laboratory vibration equipment

(30,000 force pounds), such tests are praztical generally only for rela-

tively small component and cargo items. Real time vibration tests of

vehicles and vehicular transported items are conducted on the Washboard

and Belgian Block vehicle test courses (see TOP 1-1-011). (in the Wash-

board course, sinusoidal vibration is achieved up to about 1.25 Hz fre-

quency, with vehicle speeds iimited for safety reasons to abouc 5 mph.

On the Belgian Block course, random vibration is achieved to frequencies

up to about 7 Hz with vehicle speeds up to about 20 mph. In arranging

vibration tests, Background Document TOP 1-1-050 should be consulted.

(4) Bridge Compatibility. Vehicles with test loads are
checked for conformance with the AASHO (American Association of State
Highway Officials) bridge design loading specifications for two-axle
trucks, two-axle truck-tractors, and a one-axle semitrailer (app. C,
fig. 7). Dimensions and weights of tracked vehicles for movement on
"highways and bridges are shown in appendix C, figure 8. Stress on a

bridge resulting from movements of vehicles is computed and compared with
the snecific test vehicle type or configuration. The width of the vehicle.

spacing of axles, placement of the vehicle, contact areas, floor strength,

and speed are included in the evaluation. (Relationships for a number of
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special vehicles have been computed, such as the ratings of a lowboy-
type vehicle and a construction-equipment-type vehicle tested on E20-S16-44
and H15-S12-44 bridges as shown in app. C, fig. 9. This illustrates the
criticality of loading relative to span length and axle load distribution.)
Vehicles passing over a bridge and inducing stresses of less than 100

"- - I percent of the allowable working mtress are permissible for normal opera-
tions. Vehicles creating stresses of between 100 and 133-1/3 percent are
considered safe and permissible for occasional use. Stresses of 133-1/3
to 167-2/3 percent are considered to be safe for emergency uee only but
may cause some permanent damage to the structure. Vehicles imposing
stresses greater than 167-2/3 percent are considered to be unsafe for
passage. To meet highway mobility requirements in the Unite(' States,
wheeled and tracked vehicles must possess axle loads and spacing, or
contact area distribution, that permit crossing of 115 bridges without
creating stresses in excess of 133-1/3 percent of allowable working stress.
Further comparisons will include the design loadings for all bridges
carrying mainline traffic for compliance with requirements of the AASHO
roadway bridges of H20-S16-44 or accepted alternate loadings, whichever
is the stronger. Crossroad bridges are designed to the criteria for the
specific highway and are included for comparison when required. (For
additional guidance and procedures see TM 55-650.)

d. Data Required. Data will include the number, size, location,
and type of lashing supports and blocking; time, number of personnel,
"a-. ....d type. of eLuiLmeLI u.sd.. t load -an unload the ts -ite;, an ea ofa
loading and unloading. Measurements of weight, height, vertical clearance,
length, gross weight, and turning characteristics are taken. Speedi,

K - stopping distance, shock forces, and reaction time are measured during
the stopping and impact tests. Shock effects, backing and turning dia-
grams as needed, safety hazards, deficiencies and shortcomings, or limita-
tions during traasport operations are recorded.

e. Analytical Plan. Measured and observed data are compared against
the predetermined criteria for analysis of performance. Photographic
sequences are studied for evidence of slipping, wear, or interference.
Data are summarized and tabulated to show peak and critical meajurements
and displacements. Shock and vibration data are analyzed on an extreme
value statistical basis. Plots and curves are used when appropriate.
Narrative analysis is used for failures and important events.

8. Marine Transportability.

a. Objective. To determine whether the test item can be transported
by marine vessels.

b. Standards. AR 70-44, TM 55-513, TB 55-100, MIL-STD-1673,
MIL-STD-209D.

c. Method. Marine transportability testing i composed of the
followina:

17
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(1) Lifting. The test item is properly prepared for marine
transport as prescribed in the appropriate technical manuals. Recording
accelerometers are mounted on the test item to obtain shock readings
along the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical axes, when required.
To simulate dockside loading, the test item is lifted off the ground
by a mobile crane (or other suitable lifting device) to a height simu-
lating ship deck height (up to 40 feet) and held for a period of 3 minutes.
(Two guy lines are attached to the test item to guide and steady it
during the si"ulated lift. The standard multileg sling assembly (17-ton
capacity) is used when applicable for slinging the test item for simulated
loading and unloading operations. The compatibility of the lifting
assembly with the slingipg eyes and conformance with the requirements of
MIL-STD-209D, paragraph 4.1.2.2 for maximum allowable apex height and lift
angle are determined.) The load is rotated 900 to the extreme left,
reversed 1800 to the right, and reversed again 900 left to the original
starting position. The test item is then lowered to within 4 incheL of
the ground and released to free fall the remainder of the distance to the
ground. Once this has been accomplished, the test item is inspected for
damage. If more rigorous free-fall tests are required, and the capability
of the lifting gear permits, the load is lifted to the maximum height of
the crane and allowed to free fall approximately half the distance to the
ground or deck, at which point it is abruptly stopped. Acceleration and
deceleration forces are measured. The test item is then lowered to the
ground, and a functional and operational check is conducted. All signs
of impending failure of the equipment or its lifting or tiedown devices
are recorded and photographed.

(2) Sea Movement Simulation, After the lifting test, the test
item is loaded aboard a ship-motion simulation facility (which is capable
of simulating ship loading conditions, hold or deck space, tiedown, and
ship pitch and roll). For maximum exposure after the test item is in
place and properly stowed, a seaway-induced loading, simulating transport
on a ship for up to 20 days and up to Beaufort Sea State Condition 12,
is accomplished. For an environment less severe than that of Beaufort
Sea State Condition 12, the test item is placed or stowed on the simu-
latiag facility and subjected to rolls up to 300 at frequencies to 15
seconds and pitches to 5 at frequencie to •20 seo-ds for a M-Ir.imum Of
1 hour. Test sequences are designed to simulate increasing levels of
force on the Beaufort'Scale. 3 After each test the load is inspected to
determine the amount of damage to the test item and adequacy of stowage
and tiedown provisions. Recording transducers and strain gages are
selectively placed and monitored at critical stress and energy points.

(3) Vessel and Test Item Compatibility. A study is made of
various oceangoing vessels to determine the compatibility of the test
item with marine stowage and handling provisions. (Where vessels are

3 The Beaufort Scale is a measure of the open sea state (surface and wave
acrrin) resultina from various wind speeds. This scale may be used in
conjunction with the Sea State vs Surface Environment developed by Dr.
Alfred J. Carsola (app. D, fig. 10).
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readily available, the study may be supported by some actual trials
and measurements.) Comparison of the test item physical characteristics
with the hatch and hold dimensions and cargo handling gear (app. D, table 7)
is made. From this comparison an estimate is made regarding the cap-
ability of the item to be transported by various type vessels. An eval-

"* •uation is also made of the capabilities of amphibious vehicles and landing
craft with respect to loading and securing the test item and unloading.
it onto the beach. (For information on the characteristics of these
vehicles see app. D, table 8.) The study, depending on requirements,
encompasses the physical aspects of ramp negotiation, roll-on/roll-off
maneuvering, loading, and tiedown arrangements. The review of ramp per-
formance includes a comparison of ramp incline and land and ship inter-
secting angles with vehicle angles of approach, departure, break, and
crest, as well as effects of beach gradients and gradeability capabili-
ties of the vehicles. Complete logistics-over-the-shore (LOTS) per-
formance test requirements will be given in TOP 1-2-510 (when published).

(4) Cargo Movement. If feasible, the test item is loaded on
actual oceangoing vessels, using the ship's cargo handling gear or
customary dockside lifts, and stowed and secured using the specific
cargo restraints. The presence of combustibles, if any, in the test item
is noted. Recording instrumentation, including strain gages and acceler-
ometers, is applied at selected points to record angles of roll, pitch,
and yaw, and the data are correlated with the envirormental data logged
by the ship during its voyage. When practical, the test item is inspected
periodically during transport as well as at the beginning and end of the
voyage.

d. Data Required. The following data are obtained:

(1) Type of ship or simulation gear used.

(2) Length of time and number of people required to rig the test

item for shipment.

(3) Measurements of acceleration and deceleration.

(4) Equipment used in loading and difficulties encouutered.

(5) Measurements of lifting eyes and sling lengths and apex
angles.

(6) Location of stowage.

S(7) Adequacy of broken stowage space in wings be¢reci decks or
in other cargo areas used peculiar to the particular shi. tsed.

(8) Method of securing test item.

(9) Duration of bimulation or voyage and angles and periods of
pitch, roll, and yaw encountered.

(10) Condition of bracing and securing gear during and after the
voyage.
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(11) Direction of shift (if zny).

(12) Amount and type of damage.

(13) Vehicle and ramp angles of approach, departure, break, and
crest, and gradeability capabilities of the test item.

e. Analytical Plan. Collected data are analyzed to determine whether
the test item complies with AR 70-44, paragraph 4d and TB 55-100, para-
graph 5. The various data are summarized and tabulated to show peak or
critical measurements, displacements, and interferences. Supporting
photographs, sketches, and curves are included as appropriate. Narrative
analysis is used for failures and other test incidents.

9. Terminals Handling and Movement. General procedures for tests of con-
tainers and packaged equipment are included in Group 5000, FED-STD-101B.
Those tests most pertinent to transportability, both surface and air,
are discussed below.

NOTE: Special procedures apply to the testing of munitions. For trans-

portability tests of these items refer to TOP's/MTP's 4-2-601
(drop tests), 4-2-602 (rough handling), and 1-2-601 (vibration).

a. Objective. To determine the capability of the test item to with-
stand handlin.. .by mechanical h _ndlIng e-u4pm .. date -ine theU ....2

of the packaging and packing methods to provide protection to the contents.

b. Standards. TB 55-100, FED-STD-101B, MIL-STD-810C.

c. Method.

(1) Mechanical Handling Test. This test determines the capability
of the test item to withstand handling by materials handling equipment and
includes lifting and transporting by forklift truck, hoisting with slings,
hoisting with grabs, pushing, towing, and conveying. The tests are per-
formed according to FED-STD-101B: method 5011- and the data4id te here-
in are recorded. For some equipment provided with skids, a skidding test is
performed as follows: The unit is skidded across 100 feet of each type of
level road surface (paved, gravel, dirt) using appropriate prime moving
equipment and a towing bridle or bar. A dynamometer is attached between the
bridle or bar and the towing vehicle to determine towing resistance over the
specified terrain. Skids and towing eyes are inspected for deformation or
damage.

(2) Stackability Using Dunnage. Ability of the shipping con-
tainers or packages to resist loads such as that imposed on the bottom
container in a stack, or on a container supporting top dunnage and super-
imposed loading, is determined. The tests described in FED-STD-101B,
method 5016 are performed.

(3) Superimposed-Load Test (Without Dunnage). Ability of the
shipping container to resist loads superimpo.sed on their tops without
benefit of top dunnage is determined. The tests described in FED-STD-
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1OIB, method 5017 are performed. For failure testing of stacked loads,
weights are added in appropriate increments, allowing 10 minutes at each
"weight, and increasing total weight to the point of failure. Instru-
mentation and photography are used to measure and record stresses and
deflections. Lifting and slinging failure tests may be conducted in a

* similar manner, increasing specimen weight to the point of failure.

eee(4) Drop Test. Various drop tests are specified and must be
selected based on the requirements of the particular item being tested.
Lnless otherwise specified, t sts are conducted within the ambient temper-
ature range of +320 tu +1100 F. Following are references for specific
test methods:

Transit drop MIL-STD-810B, method 516, procedure II
Cornerwise drop FEDI-STD-101B, method 5005
7ree fall FED-STD-101B, method 5007
Edgewise drop FED-STD-101B, method 5008
Munitions TOP/ITP 4-2-601, 4-2-602

If failure testing is required, the following procedure is used: The
drop surface is instrumented to measure the total force of the drop
through the entire shock cycle, using column support of the contact
plate and measuring forces through the co,,__. by me=n o. m.4tichann~ c
recording strain gages and accelerometers. For edge~rise drops, the
first drop is from a 2-inch height which is increased at 2-inch intervals
until failure for each end. Cornerwise drops are conducted similarly on
each of two diagonally opposite corners. Analyses of failures will in-
clude peak readings of forces and accelerations in conjunction with the
associated impact velocities and frequencies.

(5) Incline-Impact Test. These procedures determine the dbility

of the container or packages to protect the coicente ; or resist impacts
on their surfaces or edges during loading ramp ope: itions. The tests
described in FFD-STD-i0lB, method 5023 are performed for normal proof
testing. The inclined track facility used for conducting the tests is
described in Freight Contpiner Bulletin 673, Association of American
Railroads. If failure testing is required, the following procedure
should be used: Apparatus is strengthened to withstand high failure
loads. Either the specimen, secured on the dolly, is impacted against
the barrirer as described in FED-STD-101B, method 5023, or the dolly is
impacted against the barrier to test the inertia load on the specimen.

Accelerometers, strain gages, velocity and displacement transducers,
"and a tiner are required. Both specimen and backstop are instrumented
to record dynamic force flow and impact. Impacts are run, for each end

of the item, in a sequence using 1-foot ramp increments from 2 feet to

a ramp height that produces failure. Readings and mechanical measures

between index points are recorded for each run ntuber. Hi3h speed photo-
graphy (128 frames per second) is used as appropriate to document impacts.

Plots, time histories, and tabulated data are presented showing energy

flow and peaks.
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(6) Pendulum Impact Test. This procedure determines the ability
of containers and packages to protect contents or resist horizontally
applied impacts. The tests described ii, FED-STD.-IOlB, method 5012 are J
performed for normal proof testing. For failure testing, the apparatus
is strengthened to withstand high impact forces, and the backstop is
instrumented to measure the entire force of impact. Impacts are made at
1-inch (vertical height) inc,:=ents to point of failure, on each end of
the specimen. Pendulum hight versus peak impact force is recorded.

(7) Rough Handling Testz. For some equipment, special handling
tests are designed to simulate the treatment that may be accorded the
item through the bumps, drops, or loosa transport by hand or conveyance
in service use. TOP/MTP 4-2-602 covers procedures for these tests fot
items such as munitions, rifles, rockets, radios, and mortars. Tests
for other materiel may be selected from methods of HIL-STD-810C.

(8) Cargo Compatibility. Vehicles required to be evaluated in
respect to cargo loading adaptability (i.e., to conditions and procedures
encountered in loading/unloading operations during terminals transfer of
various types of cargo) are subjected to the procedures of TOP/MTP 2-2-537.
These tests usu'lly can be integrated with other terminals handling and
transporting procedures.

(9) Containers. Special procedures for tests applicable to the
transpc-rtability of containers are included in the following TOP's/M1TP's:
10-2-080, Containers and Pallets; 10-2-211, Packaging and Containers;

..--. , Large Cargo w) tLde•; atu 10-2-215, Containers Handling and
Accessory Equipment (when published). The above dociuments contain test -%

planning aids such as a container requirements checklist and schematic
test course layouts for block operation and mobility and terminals hand-
ling operations. Specific test plans are developed for the containers
themselves or for items transported within the containers as indicated in
the requirements documents.

c. Data Required. The following data are recorded at the end of
each subtest performed:

(1) Operational performance data for all specification require-
ments.

(2) Dimensions of the test item, spacing, size and type of fas-
teners, methods of closing and strapping, details of handling provisions,
and net and gross weights.

(3) Description of the contents of the container, including
blocking, bracing, and cushioning.

(4) The results of the test, describing the final condition of
the container and the number of deflections under load.

(5) Shock and energy forces, duration times, and measurements
of strains, deformations, and deflections.
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-'e. Analytical Plan. Measured and observed data are compared againstthe predetermined criteria for analysis of performance. Data are summar-

"ized, tabulated, plotted, and graphed to show peak and critical measure-
ments. Photographic sequences are studied for deflectionms and damages.
Superimposed loads are computed by the methods described in FED-STD-aiuB.
SpimShock data are analyzed on an extreme value statistical basis. Failures
and test incidents are reported by narrative analysis.

10. Air Transportability - Fixed WinS Internal.

a. Objective. To determine the capability of the test item to be
transported by fixed wing aircraft.

b. Standards. AR 70-39, AR 70-44, L% 55-450-15, TB 55-100,
MIL-STD-209D, MIL-STD-810C, and TO 10-9 series (Air Force).

c. Method.

(1) In planning for air movement of supplies, scale drawings
(templates) of the cargo to be loaded are used with the scale drawings
of the floor plan of the aircraft in eetarmining the air transportability
of the cargo items. All drawings of the cargo are at a scale of 1/4 inch -
1 foot. The cargo templates are positioned to make maximum use of the
aircraft space. When using cargo templates in load planning, a 10-inch
space ir, requiired betw~ee cai:o itezus. (-Coi z uable_ di lueaiwa of &iLrl..aft

* see app. E.) A/ter positioning the cargo, computation is made to deter-
* mine whether the aircraft will balance within the desirable center-of-

gravity limits.( ()
(2) A primary consideration in aircraft loading is the pressure

(in psi) exerted on the floor of the aircraft. In the floor of the air-
craft will not support the concentrated weight of the test item, load
spreaders are placed beneath the item to increase the floor bearing
area and uniformly distribute the weight over the cargo floor. Indi-
vidual wheel or axle loads and general floor loading, as determined
from the plan view of the equipment. must conform to the fuselage zone
and compartment limitation for the aircraft concerned.

(3) Once the general movement planning has been completed, the
* test item is subjected to the temperature-humidity-altitude test described

Sin MIL-STD-810C, method 518, procedure I. This test is performed only
when the test item will not be stowed in pressurized, air-conditioned
cargo spaces during internal air transport. The test is not conducted
if the test item, when properly packaged, will not be adversely affected
by exposure to cycling between low temperature/low pressure and high
temperature/high humidity (as encountered in flight between extreme
environments).

(4) If an aircraft simulation facility cannot be obtained, a
Study is made ot the appropriate Army and Air Force aircrart (app. 1ý,
table 12) to compare the test item', physical characteristics with those
of the aircraft involved. From this comparison the adaptability and
capability of the aircraft for transporting the test item can be deter-
mined. If further information is needed, reference should be made to
fT.1 55-450-15.
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(5) Before any physical testing, the test item is inspected.
The location of, and data on, all tiedown, hauling, and lifting points
are recorded and compared with the aircraft tiedown points. All anchoring
points must be compatible. The lifting and tiedown eyes must conform
with the design criteria of AR 70-39 and MIL-STD-209D.

(6) The cargo restraint factors normally caused by emergency
landing are based on an aircraft vextical velocity at touchdown of 10
fps. It is recommended that the restraining system be capable of
sustaining a minimum of 20 load applications based on the factors
shown in table 3 either separately or in combination, depending on which
is most severe. After each series or after completion of the test, the
restralning system and restrained test item are inspected for degradation
or fracture. These cargo restraint factors are ultimate values for the
evaluation of internal cargo movement.

Table 3 - Controlled Emergency Landing Factors

For items of a size that For larger items
Direction can be transported in a requiring transport

C-130 and C-141 airplane in C-5 airplanes

Forward. .. . ... .. ..... .*a 8,*0 .. . .. . .. . . .. *.. .... 3.0
Side . . . . . ...... 1.5 .. . . . . . . . . 1.5
Vertical up........... 2.0 . .......... ...... 2.0

Vertical down... *..... 4.5 &.a......... ...... 4.5

NOTE: The above factors include a built-in safety factor of
1.5 except for the forward factor in the first column,
which includes a safety factor of 4.

(7) During physical testing the test item is subjected to
shock amplitudes equal to the following without loss of serviceability:

(a) Acceleration of 3 a's for 50 to 100 m-i.•1nia.ds
applied independently along both the longitudinal and vertical axes
in each direction.

(b) Acceleration of 1-1/2 g's for 50 to 100 milliseconds
applied independently along the lateral axis in each direction.
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(8) Upon completion of the simulated controlled emergency
landing tests, the crash landing load test is performed. For this test
the test item is required to withstand crash landings without damage of
the major components even though it may be unserviceable after the test.
The following procedure is performed: A minimum load equivalent to 9 g
is applied in a forward direction (as loaded) for 50 to 100 milliseconds.
When the equipment is of such size or configuration that it can be loaded
into cargo aircraft in either of two reverse positions (i.e., a truck
that can be driven forward or backed into the aircraft), the above load
must be met in both directions relative to the test item. When the
loaded position Is fixed or specified for an item (i.e., a truck that
can only be driven forward into the aircraft), the above load require-
ment need be met only for the forward direction and a load equivalent
to 2 g ahall be applied in the rearward direction. For cargo carried
on a wheeled or supported vehicle, a minimum load equivalent to 4-1/2 3
is applied vertically downward for a minimum of 3 secorde.

d. Darta Requirsd. The following data are collected:

(1) Typa of aircraft used for simulation or planning.

(2) Equipment used for loading.

(3) Number of pazpla used in loading.

(4) Center of gravity of test item on the aircraft.

(5) Floor pressure computations (if needed).

(6) Type, number, and direction of cargo restraintr used.

(7) Angle of tiadown used.

(8) Diagram of loaded test item.

(9) Duration, temperature, humidity, and altitude that the
test item is subjected to during the temperature-humidity-altitude test.

a. Analytical Plan. M•easured and observed data are compared with
"the predetermined criteria for analysis of performance. Data are
summarized, tabulated, charted, and graphed to show critical measure-
ments and characterListics. interferences are measured and described.
"Shock data ate analyzed on an extreme value statistical basis. Narrative
analysis is used to describe failures and reportable test incidents.

11. Air Transportability - Rotary Wing Internal.

a. Objective. To determtne the capability of the test item to be
transported by rotary wing aircraft in an internal configuration.
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b. Standards. AR 70-39, AR 70-44, TM 55-450-9, TH 55-450-15,
TB 55-100, MIL-STD-810C.

c. Method.

(1) Flight and Taxiing g-Load Tests. When performing this
test, a rocket sled or incline plane equipped to handle the weight of
the test item and capable of applying the specified g-load for a minimum
of 0.1 second is used. The test item is mounted on a pallet equipped
with cargo tiedown points identical to those used in the aircraft/pod
involved, including configuration, location, and loadcarrying strength.
The test item is placed on the pallet in the desired orientation and
tied down, cz otherwise secured, in the same manner and using the same
tiedown provisions as those which will be used in the aircraft/pod
involved. Unless otherwise specified, the procedures and equipment used
shall be as described in L% 55-450-9. The mounted test item is then
rolled down the incline plane, or otherwise accelerated, and stopped so
as to produce the following applicable accelerations:

(a) Cargo Without Pod. A specified acceleration of 3 g
is applied independently along both the longitudinal and vertical axes
in each direction, or as indicated in the maneuver and gust envelopes
(V-N diagrams) cf those aircraft considered suitable for transporting
the test item.

(b) Cargo Attached to a Pod. When the test item is to
be transported while attached to a pod, or is spring mounted, partly or
wholly protected, and the pallet orientation is the same as when stowed
in the aircraft involved, vibration testing is performed using MIL-STD-
810C, method 514.2. Acceleration levels are as indicated in figure
514.2-7 of MIL-STD-810C. After vibration, the test item is inspected
and placed in an operational and functional condition. Any damage,
deficiencies, or shortcomings are recorded. A determination of the
cause of damage is made. Upon complete analysis of the damage, another
packaging or tiedown method will be recommended.

(2) Ramp Negotiation Test. Thc test item is moved up to, over,
and down the ramp assembly of the appropriate aircraft. If an aircraft
cannot be obtained for the test, the test is conducted on an equivalent
ramp negotiation coutse. DL:ring the test, observations are made to deter-

mine whether all portions of the test item (except the wheels or track
gear) remain clear from contact with the ground, ramp assembly, or Lop
horizontal landing deck. All clearances, unrestricted or restricted,
are measured and recorded.

(3) Emergency Aircraft Landing Loads Tests. After the test
item has passed the operational evaluation, it is repackaged for trans-
port and mounted on the pallet for g-load testing. Using the aircraft
simulation device, the test item is subjected to the following acceler-
arione:
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(a) A minimum of 4-1/2 g's vertically downward for a
minimum of 0.1 second for a test item stowed in a pod/cargo compartment
"which imposes a load on the wheels or other floor supports in a downward
direction.

(b) A minimum of 8 g's in either direction applied inde-
S " pendently along each horizontal axis for a minimum of 0.1 second while

the test item orientation is the same as when stowed in the aircraft.
* " After testing, the test item is inspected for any damage; it need not,
"" however, be serviceable after being subjected to this test.

(4) Physical Characteristics. The physical characteristics of
the test item are compared with the internal ramp and loading door charac-
teristics of the appropriate helicopter. If any restrictions are found,
the test item is disassembled so that loading can be accomplished. If the
test item is too large, bulky, or heavy, however, another type of trans-
portation will be recommended.

d. Data Required. The following data are acquired:

(1) Type of item shipped.

(2) Weight, dimensions, and cubage of test item.

(3) Load capacity of tiedowns.

"(4) Hoisting and hauling fitting pointz.

(5) Shipping weight.

(6) Orientation in flight, when critical.

(7) Center of gravity of test item.

(8) Instructions for special servicing.

(9) Precautions to be observed during loading and unloading.

(10) Restrictions and clearances for loading, including ramp.

(11) Any disassembly of the item required for loading.

(12) G-forces encountered in testing.

(13) Reduction of tire prescure to meet loading standards.

e. Analytical Plan. All data are analyzel to insure that the test
item has met the criteria for air transportability found in AR 70-39,
AR 70-44, IM 55-450-15, and TB 55-100. Data presentation is by means
of summaries, tables, charts, graphs, and narrative analysis of failure
incidents, interferences, and effects of shock forces.
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12. Air Transportability Rotary Wing External.

a. Objective. To determine the capability of the test item to be
transported by rotary wing aircraft i" an external configuration.

b. Standards. AR 70-39, AR 70-44; TM's 38-250, 55-450-8, 55-450-11,
55-450-19; TB 55-100; MIL-STD's 810C, 814A; letter, MTT-TRC, 17 March
1975, subject: External Helicopter Lift Criteria.

c. Method. Prior to physical testing, the test item is inspected
and the locations and conditions of all tiedown, hauling, and lifting
points are recorded. A check is made to insure that points correspond
with the slinging points of appropriate aircraft. All dangerous or
hazardous materiel is identified and packed in accordance with TM 38-250.
The following inspections and tests are conducted:

(1) Conformance to Class of Materiel (Based on Projected Frontal
Area). Frontal area ratio (FAR), if not provided, or if required to be
validated, is computed as the item's weight (pounds) divided by the
maximum area (square feet) projected on a vertical plauE perpendicular
to the line of flight as the suspended item is rotated about a "ertical
axis. Classification is stated as follows:

Type A materiel: FAR - 60 lb/square foot or greater.

Type B materiel: FAR - less than 60 lb/square foot.

(2) Dtmensions of Lift Points. Lift points on the test itcm J
are measured :o determine conformance with dimensions shown on figure
16, 17, or 18, appendix H, selected depending on whether suspension is
single or multipoint, number of lift points, and weight range of the
test item.

(3) Location of Lift Points. Locations of points are measured
in both the measured and horizontal planes of the suspended test item.
Location of the test item's center of gravity (C.G.) will have been
determined for both the empty and loaded condition, if different. Mea-
surements are taken to determine whether the following criteria are met:

(a) Vertical Plane. For four-point and three-point lift
configurations, all lift points shall be located above the C.G. If this
requirement cannot be met, the C.G. must fall within a triangle whose apex
angle is 1200 and whose base leg is formed by a. line between the lift
points (fig. 19, app. H). Fur two-point and single-point suspension, the
lift points shall be located above the C.G. at a height that will leave
at least 60 percent of the maximum projected vertical area below the
lift points.
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(b) Horizontal Plane. All lift points shall be located
within a 28-foot-diameter circle with the C.G. as the center, as far
"apart as practical. Points shall be syimmetrical about longitudinal and
vertical axes passing through the C.G. Limited asymmetry is permitted
provided that the ratio of the largest to the smallest vertical force
does not exceed 1.2. For multipoint suspensions the angle between the

S-vertical and line of action (fleet angle) shall not exceed 200 for the
suspended item.

(4) Strength of Lift Points. Each lifting point is tested by
applying loads according zo the following two conditions, withstanding
the larger force without permanent deformation to slinging eye or con-
necting structure:

(a) A working load equal to the maximum static resulting
tensile force determined by calculating the sling leg static resultant
force at each lift point, times a load factor as follows:

Type A materiel- 3.2 (item weight less than 20,000
pounds or greater).

Type B materiel - as specifically stated for the
particular item or obtained from
the Transportability Agent (MCTEA).

Wb) Ultimate strength equal to the worKing load times a 1.5
factor of safety (computed as to maximum static resultant force on the
lift point times the load factor times 1.5). For items that can be
shipped in a loaded or unloaded condition, lift point strength is cal-
culated for the loaded condition.

(5) Sling Leg Clearance. There shall be a clearance of at
least 8 inches between the centerline of any sling leg and any
appurtenance of the materiel when freely suspended.

(6) Flight g-Load Test. The test item is inspected and properly
prepared for external air movement as prescribed in TM 55-450-8. Once the
test item has been prepared for shipment and an accelerometer has been
attached to the test item pallet, the load is attached to a load-lifting
and drop facility. The lifting device will be high enough to permit the
bottom of the cargo to clear the ground by not less than 5 feet when it
is suspended by the maximum expected sling or sling assembly length.
The cargo is supported above the ground a sufficient distance to allow
it to fall freely before its downward motion is stopped by a nonslipping
hoist drum brake. The distance that the cargo fails up tu L'he tima the
brake is applied must be controllable, and is measured with an accuracy
that is within ± 5 percent of the desired value. The deceleration is
measured by an accelerometer mounted on the cargo pallet or on the most
rigid portion of the test item. Unless otherwise specified, the peak
amplitude of the vertical deceleratica during the drop will be 4.0 g.
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-•' I (7) Long and Short Sling Suspension Test. The test item Is
rigged using the shortest sling length that will be used in service, and
the load is suspended from the lifting crane hook at a suitable distance
above the ground. The cest item is dropped a distance of 6 inches, at
which time the resulting forces are recorded. Using the g-load reading
"obtained, the trial and error method is used to determine the distance
that the test item must fall to obtain the specified vertical deceleration

--. in g's. Once the vertical deceleration distance has been obtained, the
test item is dropped at that distance a total of six times. The test is
then repeated while using a long sling.

(8) Operational Test. If an aircraft is obtained for the test,
the test item is rigged and test flown by the aircraft, during which the
aerodynamic stability of the slung load is observed. Note is made of
test item characteristics during flight in respect to trailing attitude,
rotation, oscillation, and clearances of slings against rubbing or chafing
actions.

(9) 7.nspections. After each subtest described in (6) through
(8) has been completed, the test item is visually inspected and subjected
to a functional check, if appropriate. Any evidence of physical or chem-
ical damage, including liquid, gas fumes, or air leakage, is recorded;
and a determination is made as to the cause of the damage. Photographs
are taken of tc te•s item as aaSSa•--.

d. Data Required. The following data are collected:

(1) Dimensional and strength measurements of tiedown and slinging
points, number and location.

(2) Compatibility of test item with aircraft slinging provisions.

(3) Tiedown diagrams of pallet loads, if applicable.

(5) Deceleration rates and g-loads.

(6) Sling lengths and types.

(7) Observations on in-flight load stability.

e. Analytical Plan. Measured and observed data are summarized into
narrative, tabular, and charted form and are analyzed for compliance
with stated requirements. Analysis of failures, incidents, and effects
of stresses is made.

13. A-L.L *tdL= - - . -

a. Objective. To determine the capability of the test item to be
airdropped from aircraft.
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b, Standards. AR 70-39, AR 70-44, TM 10-500, TH 450-15, MIL-STD-
669B, MIL-STD-810B, and AIL-STD-814A.

c. Method. The test item is inspected for location and compatibility
of tiedown and lifting points. Data obtained from previous tests (paras 5
and 12) are used when appropriate. A check is made to insure compatibility
of test item points with load anchoring points of the aircraft or airdrop
platform. Tiedown, suspension, and extraction provisions are checked for
number, location, dimensions, and clearances as required by MIL-STD-814A.
(See TOP/MiP 2-2-512 for airdrop of vehicles.) A high-speed camera is
Se. up to record the effects of the tests on the test item.

(1) Design Check. The test item is preparLd for airdrop by
either the suspension or extraction methcd or both, as appropriate,
following guidance in TM 10-500 and MIL-srD-669B. The rigged load is
weighed and measured for conformance with the requirements of MIL-STD-
814A and for compatibility with the designated carrier aircraft. Static
pull tests are conducted on suspension or extraction eyes or components
to check compliance with the design details of MIL-STD-814A.

(2) Initial Teszs. If specific provisions for energy dissipa-
tion are not provided, the prepared system is initially subjected to de-
celeration force levels less than the g plus 1, or 19.5 times the item
airdrop weight, specified 17 MIL-STD-669B, using trial force levels as
recommended by the developer. Selected low force levels are progressively
increased, observing for indications of damage, to the maximum ratio of
g plus I, ot 19.5 plus or minus 10 percent.

(3) Ground impact Test (Low Velozity). The test item is -/

assembled, secured, balanced, and cushioned (in accordance with ITIL-STD-
669B) on a pallet or other appropriate carrier. The test item is then
attached to a cargo lifting hook of a load-lifting and dropping facility.
(The lifting device will be high enough to permit the bottom of the cargo
to be raised a minimum of 12.7 feet - the equivalent of 28.5 fps free
fall - above the ground. The ground wtll be level, of reinforced concrete
or similar rigid material.) The cargo is attached to the lifting hook
using the same slings, devices, load couplers, and hardware as are used
to suspend the cargo from the recovering parachute in actual practice.
An accelerometer is attached to the cargo skids, platform, or pallet.
When this has been accomplished, the test item is ratsed off the ground
until its lower edge is positioned at 12.7 feet. The load attitude is
corrected, if necessary, to insure level suspension. The cargo is allowed
to free-fall to the ground, and the drop ht:ight and maximum accelerometer
reading are recorded. The platform or skid shall strike the impact sur-
face at an angle not greater than 2-1/20 in any direction to insure valid
results.

(4) Rollover and Tipover Test. The rollover and tipover test
for an item tha. is to be airdropped is conducted ori.y on a test item
whose minimum width is not greater than one-fourth of its height. The
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orientation of the test item in space will be the same as when it impacts
the ground during this test. The test item is subjected to the test pzo-
cedures of FED-STD-101B, methods 5014 and 5018 for rollover and tipover
tests.

(5) Functional Checks. Functional checks are conducted on
test items after the above test phases as required to insure ttem inte-
grity. Photographs are examined for evidence of effects of motion or
damage. Any need for deviations from prescribed procedures or limita-
tions in the referenced standards is fully described along with appro-
priate remedial actions when appropriate.

d. Data Required.

(1) Dimensional and strength measurements of tiedown, lifting,
and anchoring points, number and location.

(2) Compatibility of the test item with the airdrop platform
and the aircraft.

(3) Tiedown diagrams.

(4) Restraint g-factors.

(5) Free-fall acceleration.

(6) Load characteristics as rigged.

C7) Observations on design compliance and adequacy of standard
procedures as indicated in c(5) above.

e. Analytical Plan. Collected data are summarized in narrativp,
tabular, and charted form, and are analyzed for compliance with the
stated requirements. Analysis of failures, incidents, and effects of
stresses is made, iuppukted by tbk -h",''le when .avantpnus.

14. Shock.

a. Objecti',e. To determine the capability of the test item to
withstand expected dynamic shock stresses that occur during normal trans-
portation.

"b. Standards. MIL-STD-810B.

c. Method. The shock test procedurea indicated below may be used
when the test agency determines that additional shock testing, or testing
different from that in preceding subtests, is required to satisfy the
criteria requiremeLLv.

(1) The test item is prepared for shipment as directed in the
appropriate technical manuals. The test item is rigidly attached to a
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shock machine table capable of producing the shock envirorments described
below. The shock table is calibrated and instrumented for the tests.
(See app. F for representative cargo shock environments.)

(2) For testing under laboratory conditions, TOP/MTP 6-2-541,
which covers basic design, transit drop, crash safety, high intensity,
and bench handling tests, is consulted. For the testing of vehicles (or
of cargo carried on vehicles) over controlled test courses, TOP/MTP 2-2-
808, which covers the determination of field shock induced during opera-
tion over rugged terrain courses, is consulted.

d. Data Required. The following det, 3 are obtained and recorded:

(1) Test procedure used and time duration.

(2) Shock pulse seloction, shape, peak value, and duration.

(3) Temperature extremes, if any.

(4) Filters used, if any.

(5) Amount and type of damage.

e. Analytical Plan. All data collected are analyzed to determine
wituLhnr Lim: LeL iLtU cuufuLOmU W.LLL Lhlt: zLdLed ruquiree"l Lb.

15. Vibration.

a. Obiective. To determine whether the equipment is constructed
to withstand, without performance degradation or malfunctions, the dvna-
mic vibrational stresses for which it was designed.

b. Standards. MIL-STD-167B, MIL-STD-810B, TOP/MTP 4-2-804,
MIL-STD-810C (when issued), TOP 1-2-601 (when issued).

c. Method. The procedures indicated below may be used when the
tcst agency dtar-min-cG th~at add-A4t14onal vibrati-on tuastingb -r -a - -- -J

differant from that in the preceding subtests, is required to satisfy
criteria requireitents. (For purposes of this test method, equipment is
categorized according to the vehicle in which it will be transported.)

(1) All equipment transported by common carrier, land or air,
is normally subjected to the vibration procedures previously described
for each mode. If those pzocedures are not used, MIL-STD-810B, method
514 may be uaed.

(2) Any equipment transported by ship shall comply with the
previously stated requirements in paragraph 8. If further testing is
needed, MIL-STD-167B should be consulted for environmental vibration.
This annlies to aner nnmtn-r Intnded f inar211oA cH.).--,A ,SC .an May
be adapted for shipments that must withstand the environmental vibration
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condLtions that may be encountered aboard naval vessels. (See app. F
for representative cargo vibration environments.) For tests of vehicles,
or of cargo carried on vehicles, over controlled test courses, TOP/MTP
2-2-808 is consulted. For laboratory testing of packaged or component
items, amunition, and electronic or mechanical assemblies, TOP/MTP 4-2-804
applies. For laboratory tests of communication, surveillance, and avionic
electronic equipment, TOP/MTP 6-2-540 is consulted. MIL-STD-810C and
TOP 1-2-601 will, when issued, replace MIL-STD-810B and TOP/,MTP
4-2-804, respectively.

d. Data Required. Data are indicated in the applicable references
above.

e. Analytical Plan. All data acquired are analyzed to insure that
the test item complies with specified requirements.

SECTION III
SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS

16. Safety Evaluation. Maximum safety precautions are exercised during
all transportability operations, with emphasis on those that apply to
each particular mode of transportation used during the tests; and all
safety procedures prescribed in AMCR 385-100 are observed. Any existing
or potential safety hazard disclosed as a result of any test procedures
in this TOP is described in the test results. Procedures of TOP/MIP
2-2-508 and 10-2-508 are .- llowed as applicable.

17. Human Factors Evaluation. Throughout all testing procedures obser-
vations are made and recorded with respect to the simplicity of dehign
inherent in the test item and with respect to ease of l'andling, trans-
porting, and maintenance by the user. Procedures of TOP/MTP 2-2-803
and 10-2-505 are followed as applicable.

18. Maintenance Evaluation. Scheduled maintenance is conducted in
compliance with instructions provided in the maintenance test package for
the test item. Unscheduled maintenance is performed as required. Main-
tenance analysis is developed by identifying and recording all maintenance
and downtime required during testing. Procedures of TOP 1-2-501 are
followEd as applicable.

19. Other Tests. Depending on the MN or other governing document, other
tests of the item may be required and realistically scheduled during or
in conjunction with the transportability testing phase. Concurrent testing
to obtain data applicable to more than one test phase should be practised,
when possible, in the interest of economy. Some of the more pertinent
tests or procedures are prescribed in the following TOP's/M.TP's:

1-1-005, Automotive Field Test Equipment and Instrumentation

2-2-501, Amphibious Vehicle Characteristics

2-2-506, Endurance Testing of Wheeled Vehicles
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2-2-507, Endurance Testing of Tracked Vehicles

2-2-619, Soft-Soil Vehicle Mobility

2-2-704, Tires

2-2-70., Tracks

2-2-800, Center of Gravity

2-2-801, Load Distribution and Ground Pressure

7-2-100, Tiadown, Cargo, Aircraft (when published)

9-2-251, Waterway Equipment - Boat, Barge, Motor

10-2-214, Large Caigo Containers

20. Planning. In planning the transp rtability test, appendix G should
be consulted. This checklist, taken fLom reference 16 (app. A), pinpoints
and relates all aspects of transportability pertinent to effective test
planning, completeness, and scheduling. On completion of tests, a
completed appendix G should be provided to the DT (II)(ST) agency for
use in further test planning.

Recommended changes to this publication should be forwarded to
Commander, U. S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN:
AMSTE-ME, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 21005. Technical infor-
mation may be obtained from the preparing activity: Commander,
U. S. Army Aberdeen Proving Ground, ATTN: STEAP-MT-M, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md. 21005. Additional copies are available from
the Defense Documentation Center, Cameron Station, Alexandria,
Va. 22314. This document is identified by the accession number
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APPEN D.X A
REFERENCES

1. DOD Directive 3224.1, "Engineering For Transportability."'

2. AR's-

a. 55-55, "Transportation of Radioactive and Fissile Materials
Other Than Weapons."

b. 55-56, "Transportation of Dangerous or Hazardous Chemical
Materials."

c. 55-355, "Military Traffic Managemnent Regulation."
d. 70-39, "Criteria for Air Transport 3nd Airdrop of Materiel."
e. 70-44, '"OD Engineering for Transportability."
f. 70-47. "Engineering For Transportability."
g. 750-1, "Maintenance Concepts."

3. FM's:

a. 55-15, "Transportation Reference Data."
b, 55-20, "Army Rail Transport Operations."
c. 55-40, "Army Combat Service Support Air Transport Operatins."
d. 55-50-1, "Transportation Amphibian Operations."
e. 101-20, "UniLed SLates Army A"ia•c a .nni•n- Manua•.."

4. TM's:

a. 10-500 series, "Airdrop of Supplies and Materiel."
b. 38-250, "Packcaging and Handling of Dangerous Materials for

Transportation by Mil.itary Aircraft."
c. 55-315, "Transportability Guidance for Safe Transport of Radio-

active Materials."
d. 55-450-8, "Air Transport of Supplies and Lquipment: Exter'.al-

Transport Procedures."
e. 55-450-9, "Lnre Ta.. ,o rrccc..... ..
f. 55-450-11, "Helicopter External Loads Rigged With Air Delivery

Equipment."
g. 55-450-12, "Helicopter External Loads for Sling, Nylon and Chain,

Multiple Leg."
h. 55-450-15, "Air Movement of Troops and Equipment (Nontactical)."
i. 55-450-19, "Helicopter External Lift Rigging Materiel, Techniques

and Procedures."
J. 55-513, "Military Stevedoring."
k. 55-650, "Highway Transportability Criteria for the United States."

"" 5. TB 55-100, "Transportability Criteria Shock and Vibration."

6. l u i0-9 series. (kit uu Tec'&Lical•.•'•^

7. AMCR 385-100, "Safety Manual."
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8. FED and MIL STDl's:

a. FED-STD-1OlB, "Preservation, Packaging, aad Packing Materials,
Test Procedures.

b. HIL-STD-167B. "Mchanical Vibrations of Shipboard Equipment."
c. MIL-STD-209D, "Slinging and Tiedovrx Provisions 'or Liftiz.g and

Tying Down Milttary Equipment."'
d. MIL-STD-331, "Fuze and Fuze Components, Enviroi Anta1 and Per-

formance Tests For."
e. MIL-STD-435A, "R~ailway Cars, Flat, Domestic axad Foreign Service."'

4 f. MML.-STD--669B, "Loading Environm~ent and Related Requirements
Or Platform Rigged Airdrop Mtaeriel."'

g. MIL-STD-810C, "Environmental Test Methods.''
h. MU .STD-814A. "Requirement for Tiedown, Suspension and Extrac-

tioa Provisions on Military Materiel for Airdrop."'
.ML-STD-1 , "Packaging, Handling, Storage, and Transportation
System Dimensional Constraints, Definition of."'

J. MS-35822, "Diagram, Equipment, Composite, Railway, 36-, 39-3/8-,
and 4--Inch Gages, Foreign Service"

kc. MS-35833, "Diagram, Equipment, Composite, Railway, 56-1/2-, 60-,
63-, and 66-Inch Gages, Foreign Service."'

1. MS-35358, "Diagram, Equi.pment, Composite, Railway, Freight,
56-1I1-.Inch Gage, Domestic Service."'

9. NAVOID OP' 3221, "Shiploading and Dunnagiag of Military Explosives
Cargo Aboard Merchant Type Ships.''

* 10. "Freight Containers," USASI MRf5, American National Standards In-
stitute.

11. "'Limits of Motor Vehicle Sizes and Weights," International Road
* Federation, 1971.

12. "Rules Governing the Loading of Commodities on/in Open Top and
Closed Cars," Association of Amrican Railroads.

13. "State Legal Maximum Dim~ensiona and Weights of Motor Vehicles Com-
pared With iJASHO Standards," American Association of State Hibhway

* Officials, December 1970.

14. Bovditch, Nathaniel, "A~merican Practical Navigator," U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washingcon, U, C., 1958.
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15. Lettar DAAG-PAP-A(M) (12 Dec 72) MTMTS-SA, dated 21 Dec 72, Subject:
"Transportability Criteria for Design."

16. Dye, John H., "Final Report of Special Study of Analytical Techniques
and Facilities for Eval'iating Transportability of Military Zquipment,'
TECOIN Project No. 9-CO-001-00-081, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.,
""Aport APG-Mr-4240, April 1973. (Distribution controlled by TECOM,

S ~ATTN: AHSTE-ME. )

- 17. Letter, MTT-TRC, 17 Marcb 75, Subject: "E::ternal Helicopter Lift
Criteria," US Army Military Traffic Management Command Transportation
Engineering Agency, Newport News, Va.
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APPENDIX B
RAILWAY LOADING PROCEDURE (EXAMPLE)
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Table 5 - Majaxisu Limits for Motor Vehicle Sizes and Weights for United States
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Table 5 (Continued)
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Type 2 Type 3 Type 2-Si

Trpe 2-S2 Type 3-S1 Type 3-S2

Type 2-2 Type 2-3 Type 3-2

Type 3-3

Nor ation
The figure shows silhouettes of most basic commercial vehicle types
in regular operation as designated by code based on axle arrangement.
The first digit indicates the number of axles of the truck or truck-
tractor. The Letter "S" indicates a semitrailer, and the digit
immediately following an "S" indicates the number of axles on the
semitrailer. Any digit other than the first in a combination, when
not preceded by an "S", indicates a trailer and the number of its
axles. For instance, a 2-S2 combination is a two-axle truck-tractor
with a tandem-axle semitrailer. A 3-Si-2 combination is a three-axle
truck-tractor with tandem rear axles, a semitrailer with a single
axle, and a trailer with two axles.

Figure 6. Vehicle Types (Legend for Table 6).
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Table 6d - tMaximum Limits for Motor Veltcle Sizes and weights f'sr North,

NORTH, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA
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Rear

Front Axle
Axle Load
Load 14'0"

between axles

Bridge Roadway Surface

8,000 lb. (3,628.80 kg) H20-44 32,000 lb. (14,51.5.20 kg)

6,000 lb. (2,721.60 kS) H15-44 24,000 lb. (10,886.40 kg)
4,000 lb. (1,814.40 kg) H10-44 16,000 lb. (7,257.60 kg)

a - Standard H-Design Load

Tractor Tractor
Front Axle Bogie Axle Semitrailer

Load Load Axle Load
14'0" V

*between •xles

SBridge Roadway Surface

8,000 lb. 32,000 lb. H20-S16-44 32,000 lb.
(3,628.80 kg) (14,315.20 kg) (14,515.20 kg)

6,000 lb. 24,000 lb. H15-S12-44 24,000 lb.
(2-721.60 kq) (19,836.40 k2) (10,886.40 k,)

V - Variable spacing 14 feet to 30 feet inclusive.
Spacing to be used is that which produces maximum stresses.

b - Standard H-S-Design Load

NOTE: Bridges supporting interstate highways shall be designed in
accordance with the current standard specifications for highway
bridges of the American Association of State Highway Officials,
using the H20-S16-44 loading except that to overcome deficiencies
for systems of bridges designed for such loading all bridges and
floor systems with spans under 40 feet shall be designed using
the alternate limitations of 2 axles 4 feet anart with each axle
weighing 75% of the rear loading of the H20-S16-44 loading.

Figure 7. Bridge Design Loadings.
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APPENDIX D

IARWINE TRANSPORT ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
AND

VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS
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APPENDIX E

AIRCRAFT CAPACITIES

Table 9 - Dimensions of Aircraft Cargo Compartments

Aircraft
Dimension C-130 C-141 C-5

Length (excluding ramp) 41 ft 0 in. 70 ft 0 in. 121 ft 1 in.
(12.497 m) (21.366 m) (36.906 m)

Width 10 ft 3 in. 10 ft 3 in. 19 ft 0 in.(3.124 m) (3.124 m) (S.791 m)

Width cf cargo entrance 10 ft 10 in. 10 ft 3 in. 19 ft 0 in.
(3.302 m) (3.124 m) (5.791 m)

Height 9 ft 1 in. 9 ft 1 in. *13 ft 6 in.
(2.769 m) (2.769 m) (4.115 m)

Height of cargo entrance 8 ft 10 in. 9 ft I in. 10 ft 6 in.
(2.692 m) (2.769 m) (3.200 m)

Kneeling - Capability wl.ch peaits varicus positoning of tne carg.

floor above the ground.

Table 10 - Ramp Data

Airpraf t

Dimenslon C-130 C-141 C-5 (

Length 10 ft 0 iz,. 11 ft I in. 10 ft 1 in. 13 ft 4 in.
(3.048 m) (3.378 m) (3.079 m) (4.054 m)

Angle w/ground 11.52 100 to 150 11.90 3.50

Angle w/air- b
plane floor 11.50 I0f to 150 11.00 b8.70

I c 3 .80

aTwo loading ramps - forward and aft.
b Ramp.

NOTE: See ;tR 70-39 for other older aircraft.
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T ble 11 - Typical Total Ca.rgc. Loads

Aircraft
Load Condition .....L-130A C-130B C-130E C-14L% C-5b

Weight:

Maximum takeoff lb 124,00,J 13S,000 155,000 315,000 7,8,0o0
kg (56,246) (61,236) (70,308) (143,337) (330,220)

Operatinga lb 70,000 76,000 79,400 140,500 336,9858
kg (31,752) (34,474) (36,016) (63,731) (152,799)

Zero fuel ib 102,000 111,000 117,892 204,620 543,904
k, (46,267) (50,350) (53,975) (92, 1.6) (2u6,715)

NIautical Miles:

lb 32,500 35,000 38,492 64,120 207,0L%
kg (14,742) (15,876) (17,460) (29,085) (93,916)

1,000 lb 32,500 32,000 38,492 614,129 207,0u6

2,500 lb 17,800 24,000 27,000 64,120 207,0"6
kg (8,974) (10,886) (12,247) (29,995) (13,916) -

aOperating wei ht of the aircraft including crew and all equipment

required for mission but excluding fuel or pa-.!Ioad.

bThese are desin spec'fications and subject to change.
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Maxi:m= Access
Helicopters Side View* Cross Section Limitation Loading

UjH-IB Max. Height- 4.71 4.),[ Side
50.0' 7, (1.22 4.

(.52) Floor Width (.7 (6.22)
(1.5'(2)Z - (1.22)

8.0'4

(2 .35)) (2.44) (2.35)

UHi-D 4 4.0) =.' -- Side
7.7' (1.25)8.8' (1.288 6.2'

(2.35) (2.68) (1.89)

UH-19fl ("52) 5 4 . Side
10.01 5.5' L-. Sd
(3.05) (1.68) (1.22)

CH-21C Z1(5) (5 0 F Side
20.0' 3.8'

(6 .1) (1.16) (1.16)

CH-34C 5* L' L0') pf Side
13.6' , (1.2) 3

(4.15) (1.52) (1.31)

CH-37B 6.71~i (237)ýZZ Front2 ,(2.04) CD(2.0•
(7.92)-'"• 7.3' 7.3'
(7.92) (2.23) (2.23)

CH-47A (65 6.5;' ) Rear
30.5 (1.98) (1.98)

(9.30) (2.59) (2.59)
CH-7/C 6"55 6.' Rear

30'/C.1 (9.•8) Z (1.98) 1
( .30)5 7.5' 7.51
(9:30) (2.29) (2.29)

I-S Z Rear
CH-54 ea
(PoD) 2.73' 2.)' 8.8'

(8.32) (2.68) (2.68)

"= Loading Ramp Area

F1 iGr 11. Hplnnr-pr Czaran Comnartment Fnvi-]onk and AcresR TImirarionn.
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r~japm Mesas

A62roft Sidl v1iewd Crone Section Lis.tatieu tLOGALM

.*a(L.1) 13.20)

1.r 19-.0 ( 7 19.0, (.79)

.. (1.83)•, 'e

• (0.91)

.?A 6.2' 6 R.e'28 7-,1- 9 ) (1.:,9 )

(8.75) (2.3k))

0. ,- 
(1 .95 7.1' 7.01'

(9.17) (2.16,) (2.13)C-5 7.• .' •Side
.,,.' (2.,18) • (. 1' .,

(15.15) 
7.91

(2.62) (2.bl)

611 )(2.)OiL, (2.0441

(19.39) (2.68) (2.•2)

C-112A 7,(.. ( 6:.5). rj--

(20.73
(2.62) (0.:")

C-119 8..' 9.e1'
6.9U) i (2.144)II P

(2.99)

C-12LI ,6(.7,) (.6 ) -.-

8 33.'8 13.1, 9.2'
( 25.3 ) (3(.5L ) (•.33)

(3.6-) (3.2) Rear
C-1233• 8.2, /'.--

( 9.(;) (2.57y 1"

(1e3.') (23.60

6.6'C 6.(' s

103r I •18 _ . .3' 10.3'

(2- ' 3.479 ) 2. )3.
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APPENDIX F
- " SHOCK AND VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS DURING TRANSPORT BY RAIL, SEA, AND AIR

5

Over-the-Road Schen~t, Ic

0 50 100 1.50 200 250 300 350
Frequency (Hz)

a - Vlbration, Vertical and Lateral

Schematic of Rail Impact

6O Pulse Max1
• 'Curve Time jAmp Direction Cargo Type

50 (sec) (g)

A 0O.011 50 Long. & vert. iLight & Dense
B .O6h 30 jLong. & vert. •ev

S0

S20, ,

04

0 0.010. .020 .030 .0h0 .050.0 50 .070 .080 , 390 .350
" Ti'e (SecoHds)

b - Shock

Figure 13. Cargo Environmenp s for ecaion CargTpt.

-" F-I.

A 0.0111 50I IIong. &l l ,,,,iht Des
B' ' .06'' 30 1 Log & Iet III I Ivl
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Schematic (C-2 Class)

2 _

'-4

0 5 10 15

Frequency (Kz)

a - Vibration, Vertical and Lateral

Pulse time: 0.044 sec.
Max amplitude: 1.5 g
"Direction: Vertical and lateral

0

V-4

a,

U

0 0.010 .020 .030 .040 .050 .060
STlimp- (Ss•couds)

b - Shock

Figure 14. Cargo Etvircmuents for Sea Transport.
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"" FIXED-WLNG HELICOPTERS

Schematic

10•-

0

"-4

Q

01 5
C 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Frequency (Hz)

a - Vibr&tion: Vertical, Lateral, and Longitudinal

15

Pulse time: 0.100 sec.
Max amplitu•de: 12.0 g
"Direction: Vertical

10

w 5

0

0 0.020 .040 .060 .080 .100 .110
Time (Seconds)

b - Shock

Figure 15. Cargo Environments for Air Transport.
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APPENDIX G -

TR.ANSPORTABILITY CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX H
E .EXTERAL HELICOPTER LIFT CRITEELIA

SEC A-A
A---.-

B T

TE

SEC B-5

Weigtrt Rangq of PAt4riel (Pou.,d3,
1 Lif t |T..

Point Up to 11.200 11,200 to. -00 22,40 to 49,280 49.280 to 7?.00t
2-3/8 in. 3-7/I6 1 5-7/16 in. 5-13/16 in.

Dmin (0.060 m k0.087 -, (G.136 M) (0147 m)
2-9/16 m 3-15/16 in. 6-!/8 in. 7-9/16 in.

1in (0.065 m) (0.100 m) (0.174 m) (0.193 m)
1-7/16 in. 1-7/8 in. 3-3/16 in. 3-13/16 ir..T ma (0.036 ) . (0.0,47 n,) (9.o8LM C0 -0t9.,6. M)
1/4 in. 3/8 In. 5/8 in. 3/4

rm.n j 0_ 0 L (0.009 m) (0.016 je (0.1

Figure 16. Fitting Dimensional Requirements - Single Point
Suspension (I Lfr Point).
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A-' B--

A - SEC A-A

SEC B-8

Weight.Range of Mat~eriel (Powna~)
4 Lift ________I_________f ____

Points Up ro 11,200 11,200 to 22,400 22,400 to 49.29.OI 40,280 to~ j01,00n
1-1/4 in. 1-3/4 in. 2-7/B in. 4 in.

,mnin 0.31 m) (0-0-A4 m (0.073 m) (0.-102 -it)
E -;/8 in.* 2-1.3/16 in. 3-3/8 in. j 6 in.

min____ (0.047 mn) (0.071 M) j 008 M)~ (0.152 -n

15/.6 in. 1-7/16 in. 1-1-/4 in. I 2-7/8 VImax ( _(. (0.04 ,-(0.606 n) ." ,..- 07

3/6..5/16 in. 3/8 in. 5/6 In.

"Lin~ts _____
D 1-3/4 in. 3/8 in. 3-7/,16 in ( 4-7/16 s•.

- - -i. -/4i . 0.07/ in. nDmin '(0.031 M) (-L.060 m)- _ (0.087 m) (0-103 1,)

2-1/1l in 2-13/16 it. 3-3/1 in. 6-",8 in.
miin (0.0537 I (0o071 M) (o.0os n) (0.174 -.) I

11/4 in. 1-7/11 in. 1-3/7 in. 3-71/1 in.

4 / n6 5116 in. 3,/8 in. 11_ 16_in.-
r..___n 0)(0.05 O 6 m) (0-00 m) -0.09 r) (0.01, r.)

Points .-.. ...

2-3/8 in. 2-3/L In. 4 in. 6 "n.
)(.060_m) (3.070 102 -) (0.152 m

Em i0.0,3). (0.0491 i _n.073 m) (.0.!" -n) -L 30 in. 31/ in. 3/8 ir. 3i/1 in.
r )0,' tin _0.009_'n) (0.016 1) '.017)

Figure 17. Fit t *ng Dimiens ional Requi rements - Sing le Po int Sus nens Crin
(2, 3, or 4 Lift Poi'ts).
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SEC A-A
AS

. g.

4 Lift Weight Range of M-teriel (Poanda)

Points Up to 11,200 11.200 to 22400 22,400 to 49,280 49.200 ao4Ol,COO
1-1/4 in. 1-3/4 in. 2-3/8 in. 3-7/16 in.

Dmain (0.031 M) (0.044 m) (006.0 m) (0.087 M)

S-112 in. 2-Lia in. y-i14 /1./
mi,_tn (0.038 a) (0.053 m) (0.082 w) (0o.i15 _m)

T *.* 7/1 in. 1-1/8 in. 1-11/16 in. 2-9/16 in.- -.
max (0.022 i) (0.028 M) (0.0k.5 M)

3/16 in. 1/4 In. 3/8 In. 1/2 in.rmin (0.005 M) (0-025 m) (0.009 M) (0.013m)

Figure 18. Fitting Dimensional Requirements - Multipcint Suspetsion
(4 Lift 'ecints)
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